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Abstract
Distributed energy, mainly composed of new energy, plays an important role
in promoting the development of new energy. At present, the development
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of distributed energy is greatly hindered by imperfect trading platform and
unstable output of new energy. Blockchain is decentralized, autonomous and
requires collaborative management. Its own technical characteristics have
the inherent advantages of reconstructing the energy system. The alliance
chain in the blockchain is more suitable for building a distributed energy
trading platform. The paper constructs a distributed energy transaction model
based on alliance blockchain, studies the integration mode of blockchain and
distributed energy transaction, and explores the application of blockchain
in distributed transaction. The paper provides a new idea for optimizing
and reconstructing the traditional distributed energy trading platform, and
providing decision support for promoting distributed energy trading.
Keywords: Blockchain, distributed energy trading, energy Internet.

1 Introduction
Distributed energy is mainly composed of new energy and plays an increasingly important role in the energy trading market [1]. Distributed energy
can promote the development of new energy and carbon emission reduction.
However, the development of distributed energy is hindered by the imperfect
trading platform, the instability of new energy and the impact of new energy
on the power grid [2]. The paper constructs a distributed energy trading
model based on alliance chain, aiming to promote distributed energy trading
and optimize energy system by building a more optimized trading platform.
The future energy system will support the access of large-scale distributed
generation and energy storage system based on Internet technology, which
can realize energy sharing in a wide area sense [3]. Accelerating energy
flow through energy conversion equipment can significantly improve energy
efficiency [4]. In the future, China’s electricity market tends to be more
diversified, convenient, and flexible [5, 6].
So far, many experts and scholars have studied blockchain and its
application. Blockchain has four main characteristics: decentralization, transparency, contract execution automation and traceability [7]. Its core technologies mainly include distributed storage technology, cryptography, consensus
mechanism and smart contract [8]. The hierarchical structure of blockchain
is shown in Figure 1. The three most significant advantages of blockchain
for data processing and analysis are: realizing automatic operation and transaction, reducing transaction and regulatory costs, and ensuring information
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Figure 1

Hierarchical architecture of the block chain.

security. Literature [9] proposes the framework of blockchain technology
and its typical application in energy Internet. Literature [10] and [11] design
the settlement smart contract of electricity market transaction, analyse the
key technical difficulties, and give the solutions. In Literature [12], an EV
charging transaction model based on alliance chain is proposed, and the
feasibility of the above method is verified by taking the actual distribution
scenario of charging stations in some regions of Tianjin as an example.
In Literature [13] and [14], the economic dispatch model of micro grid
based on blockchain is studied, and the decentralized economic dispatch
of micro grid is realized by using blockchain. In Literature [15], a multi
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The inclusion relationships of three blockchains.

energy complementary security transaction model of heterogeneous energy
blockchain is proposed to solve the problem of distributed energy multi
energy complementary and integrated transaction in the energy transaction
system.
Blockchain can be divided into public chain, private chain, alliance chain,
etc., whose application scenarios are various due to different attributes.
Figure 2 shows the inclusion relationship of the three blockchains.
The public chain is open to all entity users, nodes can be joined at
will, and transactions cannot be tampered with [16]. It is important to build
consensus and form a decentralized energy trading mechanism in the unfamiliar network environment. literature [17] suggests that the public chain is
of great application value, and has its own unique characteristics in terms
of technology innovation direction, technology application form, and technology innovation mode. In literature [24], it is proposed that the public
chain is open to the public, and users can freely access the network without
registration or authorization. In literature [18], a distributed energy Internet
system based on the public chain is proposed, which can support multiuser and distributed energy access, and ensure the automation of contract
execution and the transparency, irreversibility, and traceability of transactions
on the chain. In literature [19] presents a public blockchain-based solution
for the digitization of land ownership in Bangladesh, which embodies the
characteristics of public chain data synchronization and transparency, easy
access, and immutable record management.
A private chain is a closed blockchain that is open to a single individual or
entity, with only private parties involved in bookkeeping, maintenance, and
governance, and does not require the issuance of passes to incentivize nodes.
Private chains are characterized by fast transaction speed, low transaction
costs, and high security. literature [20], it is proposed that a healthcare
security network access control system based on Ethereum private chain has
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stronger data security and system stability. In literature [21], it is proposed
that since network security in the power and energy sector is directly related
to power supply and power security, network security and privacy security in
the IoT environment should not be underestimated.
An alliance chain is a chain of members and a limited number of third
parties for a group, which internally designates several pre-selected nodes
as bookkeepers, and the generation of each block is determined jointly by
all the pre-selected nodes. In layman’s terms, it is a semi-public blockchain,
where only certain members can participate in bookkeeping privileges and
maintenance governance, and can choose whether to issue a pass or not. In
terms of security, an alliance chain is more secure than a public chain because
it pays more attention to privacy and security, and in terms of trustworthiness,
it is more trustworthy than a private chain because industries can monitor
each other. In terms of cost, transactions in the alliance chain only need to be
verified by a few trusted nodes with high arithmetic power, and there is no
need for network-wide validation, so the transaction costs are lower. Literature [22], it is proposed that the use of Alliance blockchain technology can
provide new ideas and methods for the copyright department to confirm the
copyright of works and trace the source of piracy, which reflects the abovementioned characteristics of the Alliance chain such as high controllability
and non-disclosure of data by default. In literature [23], it is pointed out
that the microgrid based on the alliance chain has the advantages of high
efficiency and easy supervision. In literature [24], it is proposed that alliance
chains can be open to the public according to application scenarios, and that
their networks are jointly maintained by member institutions and nodes are
accessed through the gateway nodes of the member institutions. In literature [25], a comparative analysis between the unquoted electricity trading
mechanism of the alliance chain and existing blockchain electricity trading
schemes show that the former scheme benefits both buyers and sellers, with
lower economic costs and higher consensus efficiency. The literature [26]
points out that the limited design of the alliance blockchain and the study
of provincial-scale partial trading scenarios are used to explore the ways of
faster application of blockchain technology for early application in energy
trading. In literature [27], it is pointed out that blockchain technology plays
an important role in the construction of energy internet and power system
reform based on the current development status of blockchain technology in
energy internet, the improvement of blockchain technology, and the trend of
energy internet construction in the five fields of energy supply, transmission,
distribution, consumption, and trading. In literature [28], a new electric
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vehicle charging system is proposed, in which billing information is managed
and recorded because of the alliance blockchain, which is tamper-resistant
and polycentric and provides convenience for energy trading and cooperation.
The literature [29] proposed a smart meter privacy protection scheme for
distributed smart home environment based on alliance blockchain, using
blockchain alliance distributed storage of user data, solving the problem of
single point of failure and data tampering, the scheme ensures user privacy,
and has confidentiality and non-falsifiability. The literature [30] proposes that
the integration of blockchain technology with the field of renewable energy
is a new cross-cutting research area of increasing interest, with blockchain
fuelling renewable energy sources and powering energy sustainability. The
literature [31] proposes a blockchain energy smart trading strategy to secure
the transmission of energy and information flows between users, which
increases the share of clean energy in the electricity market and ensures
the stability of the energy trading market. The literature [32] analysed the
competitiveness of distributed energy in China using the five forces model,
and analysed the joint development model of blockchain technology + distributed energy using the SWOT model, which revealed the feasibility of
applying blockchain technology to distributed energy systems and provided a
theoretical basis for blockchain technology to improve the competitiveness of
distributed energy. Literature [33] points out that alliance chain is more suitable for energy trading than public chain, and designs a decentralized energy
trading system based on alliance chain. In Literature [34], basing on alliance
chain’s identity authentication protocol of the micro grid, the blockchain is
applied to micro grids’ identity authentication; it is explained that the scheme
can solve the identity authentication problem safely and reliably, and can
make the performance consumption of micro grid nodes to the minimum
through scheme comparison, performance analysis, security certification and
analysis.
Based on the research results of experts and scholars, this paper constructs
a distributed energy trading model based on alliance blockchain, studies
the integration mode of blockchain and distributed energy trading, analyses the application of blockchain in distributed trading, and provides new
ideas for optimizing and reconstructing distributed energy trading platform
to promote the development of distributed energy. To build the integration
mode of blockchain and energy Internet, it can start with distributed energy
transactions. The paper can provide a theoretical and policy support for
the construction of energy Internet, and provide ideas for the integration of
blockchain and energy Internet.
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2 Distributed Energy Transaction Model Based on Alliance
Chain
The distributed energy trading model based on the consortium block chain
(DER-CBC) has three vertical and horizontal levels respectively, which is
shown in Figure 3. The vertical dimension includes physical structure, transaction process and alliance chain, while the horizontal dimension includes
participants, alliance chain and smart contract.
2.1 Vertical Structure of DER-CBC
(1) Physical structure model of DER-CBC
The paper proposes a cross energy distributed energy transaction model
based on the alliance chain and whose underlying physical structure is based
on the electric energy transaction under the microgrid mode to meet the
nearby consumption of distributed power. The model construction is shown
in Figure 4.
In the distributed energy trading mode, microgrids are mainly composed
of photovoltaic power generation users, wind power generation users, energy
storage systems, conventional power generation systems and load. Smallscale photovoltaic and wind power generation users are often the users
who combine power generation and consumption. The micro grid energy
storage system relates to bus through inverter. Loads mainly include electric
vehicles industrial and commercial power, residential power, etc. Some micro
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Figure 3

Vertical and horizontal hierarchy of the DER-CBC model.
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networks have small power plants. The micro networks are connected through
the distribution network.
(2) Transaction process model of DER-CBC
If the combiner of production and consumption is an electric seller and
there is a balance in the electric seller’s generation to meet its own demand,
the power sale information (ID, power sale, power sale price, geographic
information, etc.) can be published on the blockchain power sale platform.
If the combiner of production and consumption is an electric buyer, the
power demand information (ID, power demand, proposed electricity price,
geographic information, etc.) should be released. Then through smart contract
matching, the most suitable supplier and demander combination can be food.
And then, send the transaction information to suppliers and the demanders.
After confirmation, the online contract is signed to clarify electric quantities
and prices. Contract parties shall perform according to the contract content.
Credit mechanism is introduced to monitor the performance of contracts,
including intelligent meter reading, real-time measurement, and electricity
pricing. After the above steps are completed, both parties verify and complete
the electricity fee settlement. Figure 5 shows the distributed transaction smart
contract process.
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The flow chart of distributed transaction smart contract.

The distributed energy trading model based on consortium block chain.

2.2 Horizontal Structure of DER-CBC
The horizontal structure model of DER-CBC includes.
(a) Participants: distributed energy users, power grid companies and regulators in the microgrid.
(b) Blockchain: user chain, power grid chain and energy chain. As shown in
Figure 6.
The smart contract containing algorithms can extract information and
calculate it automatically. After the calculation, the information will be stored
in the blockchain. Transactions are automatically executed and updated in
real time.
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(i) User chain recording user information and transaction information, which
is shown as formula (1).
DG = (IDDG , MDG , DDG , GDG , IDG )

(1)

Where: DG is the user chain; IDDG is the unique identification obtained
after the user joined the der-cbc model and passed the authentication; MDG
is the user’s power generation capacity; DDG is the user’s geographic information; GDG is the user’s energy type; IDG is the current user’s charging and
discharging state.
(ii) The power grid chain information format (2).
P CC(si) = (IDP CC , MP CC , CP CC )

(2)

Where PCC is the basic information of the public connection point; si is
the node; IDP CC is the unique identity authentication of the public connection point; MP CC is the ability of the public connection point to exchange
power with the grid; CP CC is the time-sharing price of the electricity selling
company. The supply and demand prices between users should be as close as
possible. When there is a new node si to join, it needs to submit information
covering identity ID, power generation capacity, geographic information, and
energy type, all of which should get authentication. After the authentication,
it will be incorporated into the user chain and participate in the distributed
energy transaction.
(iii) The energy chain records basic information about each member and
the amount of power they supply. The chain is composed of hydroelectric,
thermal, cogeneration, wind farm, photovoltaic, and other power generation
companies, and is like the user chain in format (3).
EC = (IDEC, M EC, DEC, GEC)

(3)

where: EC is the energy chain; IDEC is the unique identifier obtained by the
user after joining the DER-CBC model through authentication; M EC is the
member’s generation capacity; DEC is the user’s geographic information;
GEC indicates the user’s energy type.
(c) Trading strategy smart contract (TSSC). It consists of three parts: trading
strategy smart contract, direct trading smart contract, online smart contract
and power purchase smart contract. The work flow of TSSC is shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7

Work flow of TSSC single transaction.

(i) Directly trade smart contract (DTSC)
DTSC is used to define the direct transaction algorithm between users,
which meets the following constraint shown in formula (4).
Dα = min

w
D

(4)

Where WD is the distance weight [Heterogeneous Energy Blockchain
for a Multi-Energy Complementary Secure Transaction Model], D is the
electrical distance between the power supplier and the power user. According
to the notice on launching the pilot market-oriented transaction of distributed
generation issued by the National Development and Reform Commission and
the National Energy Administration [35], the distributed power is consumed
in the local network. When the total installed capacity of distributed generation projects in the network is less than the average power load of the previous
year within the power supply scope, the network tariff shall be implemented
in accordance with the network tariff standard within the same voltage level.
It is approximately assumed that the network tariff is proportional to the
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transmission distance between the power supplier and the power user. The
closer the electric distance is, the smaller the D is, the higher the distance
coefficient Dα is, the higher the priority w is.
Energy supply consensus price chain (Ia ) is shown in formula (5).
Iα = min

w
PN − PS

(5)

Where w is the weight of consensus price difference; Ia is the price
coefficient of energy supply consensus, which mainly reflects the expected
price difference between the supplier and the purchaser in the transaction
market. If the power price Ps issued by the power supplier is closer to the
price PN accepted by the power purchaser, that is to say, the supply and
demand prices are as close as possible, the higher the consensus agreement
degree of transaction price is, the easier to reach a transaction contract. where
WI is the weight of the consensus price difference.
(ii) On-grid smart contract (OGSC)
OGSC is used to define the transaction algorithm for the transaction of
surplus electricity in the microgrid, which meets the following constraints
shown in formula (6) and formula (7).
Gα = min

w
Q

(6)

Where Ga is the green energy coefficient; WG is the weight of environmental friendliness of the power supplier; Q is the energy cleanliness factor.
Setting the cleanliness factor can promote the consumption of new energy
such as photovoltaic and wind power, and make new energy have priority to
go online. In the paper, set the cleanliness factor of thermal power generation
as 0.3, that of hydropower generation as 0.6, and that of photovoltaic and
wind power generation as 0.8.


M
CMax =
· (SG)
(7)
L
Where, CMax is the decision value to trade energy to the grid, which is a
combination of clean environment, capacity value, energy consumption index
and other factors; M is the energy produced by a certain power supplier
(including each power plant, each distributed capacity unit and individual),
and the trading model dispatches each power supply unit according to this
capacity value and the power demand side to ensure the stable operation of
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the grid system, and the capacity of the supply side. The larger the energy
consumption index, the lower the priority of matching; L is the energy
consumption index of a distributed energy source; the larger the energy
consumption index, the lower the energy efficiency ratio of the supplier, the
less energy saving, and the lower the priority of matching; S is the stability
factor of a distributed energy source; the better the quality of power delivered
by the supplier, the higher the priority of matching.
(iii) Power purchase smart contract (PPSC)
PPSC is used to define the transaction algorithm of micro grid power
purchase from large grid, and record the traditional transaction algorithm with
smart contracts. In order to promote the development of distributed energy,
higher priority is given to direct transactions between users, and when the
supply and demand of electricity between users cannot satisfy each other,
the purchase of electricity from power sellers is considered. The economic
objectives of distributed trading are achieved on both day-ahead and real-time
time scales, including day-ahead and intraday nonlinear economic optimization [14, 15]. In the day-ahead phase, users upload their own generation or
load forecasts to form a day-ahead trading plan. Trading Strategies Smart
Contracts (TSSC) determine whether to adopt a strategy of direct trading,
feed-in or power purchase, and are stored in the energy chain. In the intraday trading stage, users upload the intra-day ultra-short-term forecast results
of their own power generation and load, combine them with the previous
day’s trading plan, and use the deviation (the difference between the intra-day
trading plan and the previous day’s trading plan) as an optimization variable
to form the final trading plan, which is stored in the energy chain in the form
of an alliance chain.

3 Case Analysis
3.1 Design of Algorithms
The case analysis is based on the blockchain smart contract developed by
Ethereum platform, using the Python software to write and deploy smart
contract [36–39].
Ethereum is currently one of the mainstream blockchain development
platforms. The Ethereum blockchain system is a distributed system with a
high degree of data redundancy, consisting of multiple peer nodes (called
Ethereum nodes) in Ethereum. The Ethereum blockchain data is the core
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Table 1

Number

Agreed
Price
(yuan/kWh)

Smart contract test scenario settings
Agreed
Agreed
Network
Electricity
Volume
Tariff
Consumption of
(kWh)
(yuan/kWh) Customer 1# (kWh)

Generation of
Generator 2#
(kWh)

1

0.55

200

0.02

200

200

2

0.54

200

0.02

220

200

3

0.56

200

0.02

180

200

data in the Ethereum blockchain system, including block data, transaction
data, account data, etc. The Ethereum blockchain data is the core data in the
Ethereum blockchain system. The Ethereum blockchain data is stored in each
Ethereum node and is maintained by all nodes. A device running an Ethereum
client program and in the Ethereum blockchain system is an Ethereum node.
A user can create a contract by initiating a transaction without a recipient
account. The user serializes the contract code (including contract variable
definitions, contract function code, etc.) and saves it to the transaction. When
the transaction is recorded in the block, the Ethereum smart contract is
successfully created and can be invoked by all users [40].
After successful model debugging, it is planned to conduct three smart
contract tests first, and then change the parameter to test the DER-CBC
model. After successful model debugging, it is planned to conduct three smart
contract tests first, then change the parameter and test the model again.
In the case, the sales price is 0.657 yuan/(kWh) with reference to the
flat price of 35kV large industrial users in Beijing; the purchase price of
the grid for distributed power generation is set as 0.4 yuan/(kWh); agreed
price and agreed network tariff refer to Literature [41]; assume the initial
account balance as 100 yuan. In addition, other relevant parameters refer to
the corresponding parameter values of Beijing in the third quarter of 2019.
3.2 Smart Contract Test
Three accounts are set up to represent electric customer 1# (power purchaser),
distributed energy generator 2#, and electric-selling company respectively.
Three smart contract tests are planned to be carried out. The scenario settings
are shown in Table 1.
The DER-CBC model test results are shown in Table 2.
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Number

Table 2 Test results of DER-CBC model smart contract
Payment Income Revenue Account
Account
Account
of
of
of
Balance Balance of
Balance
CustGener- Electricof
Generator of Electricomer
ator
selling
Customer Customer
selling
1#
2#
Company
1#
2#
Company
(Yuan)
(Yuan)
(Yuan)
(Yuan)
(Yuan)
(Yuan)

Accumulated
Trading
Volume
(kWh)

1

114

110

4

86

310

204

200

2

125.14

108

17.14

74.86

308

217.14

420

3

104.4

108.8

-4.4

95.6

308.8

195.6

600

In the first test, the electric consumption of customer 1# is equal to
the generation of generator 2#. Through the judgment of TSSC, DTSC is
automatically called to complete the transaction. And the electricity selling
company only receives the network tariff.
In the second test, the electric consumption of customer 1# is more than
that of generation of generator 2#. After judging by TSSC, DTSC and PPSC
are automatically called to complete the transaction.
In the third test, the electric consumption of customer 1# is less than
the generation of generator 2#. After TSSC judgment, DTSC and OGSC are
called to complete the transaction.
The results of three tests are consistent with the calculated values of the
DER-CBC model, and the DER-CBC model can operate normally.
3.3 Performance Test of DER-CBC
(1) User Distance
In order to test the performance of DER-CBC when its parameters
change, the paper simulates and analyses the mining behaviour of market
participants on Python platform (it can be understood as the probability of
successful transaction [23]). The intelligent contract is used to automatically
evaluate users and record them on the blockchain, which affects the mining
difficulty of a miner. Set up 10 market entities. Based on Monte Carlo
simulation, take the user distance D as an example to set different parameters.
Test the ownership of each block in the mining process of 20 blocks in the
distributed energy trading blockchain of the DER-CBC mode, and get the
relationship between the user distance D and the probability of successful
mining of the participants in the distributed energy trading.
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Note: 14≈Probability 0.8; 12≈Probability 0.7; 10≈Probability 0.6; 8≈Probability 0.5;
6≈Probability 0.4; 4≈Probability 0.3.

Figure 8 Relationship between successful mining probability of market participants and
user distance D.

The vertical axis of Figure 8 represents the probability of successful
mining of market participants, and the horizontal axis represents the user
distance D. According to the simulation results, successful mining probability
of different users is obtained.
According to Figure 8, relevant conclusions can be drawn as followed:
(a) In the DER-CBC model proposed in this paper, the probability of
successful mining by market participants (transaction success rate) is
positively correlated with the distance of users. The shorter the distance
is, the higher the probability of successful mining is.
(b) Under the mechanism set in this paper, the probability of successful mining decreases rapidly with the decrease of user distance. When the user
distance reaches a certain value, the probability of successful mining
can be almost ignored. That is, when the user distance exceeds a certain
value, the direct transaction between users is no longer supported.
(2) Energy Cleanliness
Similarly, set these 10 market players at the same distance, but with different energy cleanliness, different green energy coefficients Q. The simulation
results are shown in Figure 9.
The results show that in the DER-CBC model proposed in this paper, the
shorter the distance between users and the cleaner the energy is, the higher
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Figure 9 The relationship between the probability of successful mining by market participants and the green energy factor Q.

the probability of mining success, thus providing an incentive for more economical distributed energy trading, encouraging clean energy consumption,
and increasing distributed energy usage. The constraints of DER-CBC mainly
consider the optimization of user distance, power supply intermittence and
green energy utilization rate. Other factors can be added according to the
actual situation.

4 Conclusions
The decentralized, intelligent, open, and transparent features of blockchain
are in line with the trend of energy development, providing technical support
for the development of the energy industry and pointing to a new direction for future development in distributed energy network transactions [42].
Distributed energy transactions based on the Alliance blockchain are not
only conducive to transparent and convenient distributed energy network
transactions, but also ensure effective centralized control and optimization
of the distributed energy trading platform.
According to the development of distributed energy in China and the
characteristics of blockchain technology, this paper constructs a distributed
energy transaction model based on alliance blockchain (DER-CBC), which
involves two dimensions: the vertical dimension includes physical structure, transaction process and alliance chain, while the horizontal dimension
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includes participants, alliance chain and smart contract. The paper uses
Python to build and simulate the DER-CBC model on the Ethereum platform,
where the smart contract running status and the user behaviour in the model
when parameters change is tested. The paper aims to provide a new idea
for building a distributed trading platform and promoting the development
of distributed energy by using blockchain technology. The future distributed
energy trading alliance blockchain market may be in the form of multichain collaboration, cross-chain circulation of source network load storage,
Internet of Things, micro-grid, power trading and other areas through the
interconnection of different blockchains using multi-chain forms to solve
energy trading problems [43], forming a “small physical network + large
information network + side chain assistance”. The pattern of the blockchain
includes energy producers and consumers, energy companies and government
regulators and other relevant individuals, groups, and institutions under the
framework of the energy alliance chain. In the long run, the combination
of blockchain and the energy industry is the general trend of the energy
industry [44].
Alliance blockchain plays a positive role in the energy sector, but
blockchain technology, as a nascent technology, still needs to pay attention
to its risks when applied, [45] first of all, on the issue of information security and optimization of data processing on the regional chain, blockchain
technology allows nodes in the block to add custom information and has
the characteristic of being immutable after determination, which improves its
security, optimization, and security of the block. Data processing steps, but if
there are hackers in the custom information to add cracked information, the
whole alliance blockchain will be at great risk. Secondly, with the continuous
changes in national electricity demand, the energy system is becoming richer
and richer in all kinds of subjects, and the energy transaction methods
are more diversified, while the existing technology may be unstable in the
operation of the whole system in the alliance blockchain [46].
The advantages of blockchain are not just in the technology itself, but
in the use of the technology to embody organizational advantages and to
create a system that is jointly maintained by multiple market participants.
In order to better promote the application of blockchain technology in the
energy industry, it must be constrained by institutions and policies. The state
controls and regulates the energy industry, and energy trading belongs to the
field of state control, so the combination of alliance blockchain and energy
and electricity should be carried out based on policy permission, and the
application of alliance blockchain in distributed energy trading needs the
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support of relevant policies and regulations [18]. The future development
of alliance blockchain energy trading needs to find development solutions
that are both suitable for the energy trading market and keep up with policy
requirements, and relevant state departments should improve existing policies
and regulatory systems to maximize support for alliance blockchain technology development [47]. Take a holistic perspective on all aspects of the energy
blockchain construction, various levels and elements of overall consideration,
strengthen the Alliance blockchain top-level design and overall planning,
accelerate the Alliance blockchain and cloud, large, material, migration,
wisdom and other technologies of deep integration, promote integration and
innovation and integration of applications, internal quality and efficiency,
external integration and development [48].
In this paper, although the advantages of blockchain in data storage and
security and mutual trust are utilized in energy transactions to achieve direct
transactions between the supply and demand sides of energy, this paper is still
in the exploratory stage of how to adjust the rules of the transaction according
to the actual energy supply and demand relationship in the region to maximize
the development and consumption of clean energy.
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